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traction of X1 ; (Mughnee, 1 ;) and occur after
a verb denoting certainty, or one used in a manner
similar to that of such a verb: (Mughnee:) so in

the saying [in the l]ur lxxiii. 20], O ; ;la a
U> .. [He hknoweth that (the case will be

this:) there w be among you some discased; the

affixed pronoun a, meaning j.JI1, being under-

stood after J1, which therefore stands for e, i. e.

,,ttl ,l]: (Mughnee, :.) and in the phrase,

l- sj l,t. dal 5 cj; U [It has come to my

knowledge, or been related to ms, or been told to
me, or it came to my hnowledge, &C., that (the
cae is this:) such and such things have been]; a

phrase of this kind, in which i occurs with a

verb, not being approved without .i, unles you

ay, l2j i.1 X s.i 1l: (Lth, T :) [for]

when the contracted OtI hau for its predicate a

verbal proposition, of which the verb is neither

imperfeety inflected, like _ and o., nor
expressive of a prayer or an imprecation, it is
separated from the verb, according to the more

approved usage, by ., or the prefix ,, or . ,

or a negative, as ' &c., or : (I 'Ak pp. 100
nnd 101:) but when its predicate is a nominal
proposition, it requires not a separation; so that

you sayt, u M j 4; [I knewtha (the

cm w this:) Zeyd was tanding]; (I 'A. p.10 0 ;)

and 51 1j , & [It a come to my

knowrldge, or been related to me, or been told to
me, &c., that (the cwe is this:) Zeyd is going, or
coming, out, orforth]; (TA;) except in the case
of a negation, as in the saying in the ]ur [xi. 17],

S i t [(And that (the case is this:)
there i no deity but He]. (I 'A p. 100.) Thus
used, it is originally triliteral, and is also what is

termed J4 t; [. , in the first of the exs.
i G. - all - -

above, for instance, meaning J .l&, i. e. J .lc

J1t, which is equivalent to Xu.t X -]
and governs the subject in the aecus. case, and
the predicate in the nom. hse: and its subject
must be a pronoun, suppressed, [as in the exs.

given above, where it means iIel, and in a verse

cited before, commencing X, JI, accord. to

Aboo-'Alee,] or expressed; the latter, accord. to
the more correct opinion, being allowable only by
poetic license: and its predicate must be a pro-
position, unles the subject is expremed, in which
case it may be either a single word or a proposi-
tion; both of which kinds occur in the following
saying [of a poet]:

[he is speaking of persons coming as guests to
him whom he addresses, when their provisions
are exhausted, and the horizon is dust-coloured,
and the north wind is blowing, (as is shown by
the citation of the verse immediately preceding,
in the T,) and he says, They know that tou art
like rain that produces n~ herbage, and like
plentootus rain,. and that thou, there, art the aider
and the manager of the affairs of people]. (Mugh-

nee. [In the T, for tj, I find l; and for

Bk. I.

ilOj, I there find Lj,): but the reading in the

Mughnee is that which is the more known.])

[J says,] l! is sometimes a contraction of OI,

and does not govern [anything]: you say, .ii

. s- .~j 01, [explained above]; and it is said
in the ]ur Evii. 41], 'i;I J i .Sl ljy [And

it shall be proclaimed to them that (the case is
this:) that is Paradise]: ( :) [here, however,

5 ~l is regarded by some as an explicative, as will
be seen below:] but in saying this, J means
that it does not govern as to the letter; for
virtually it does govern; its subject being meant
to be understood; the virtual meaning being

;q.JI l p1. (IB.) [In anotherplace, J says,]
You may make the contracted J to govern or
not, as you please. ($.) Aboo-Talib the Gram-
marian mentions an assertion that the Arabs
make it to govern; as in the saying [of a poet,
describing a beautiful bosom],

[As thAogh its two brt re two small round
boes]: but [the reading commonly known is

(this latter reading is given in De Sacy's Anthol.
Gram. Ar. p. 104 of the Ar. text; and both are

a,-
given in the f;) ti here meaning Lb.; and]
Fr says, We have not heard the Arabs use the
contracted form and make it to govern except
with a pronoun, in which case the desinential
syntax is not apparent. (T.) The author of the

1. says in the B that you say, l.j l A 

lJ. [(I knero that Zeyd was indeed going
away], with J when it is made td govern; and

i * 3 c, *;1 [I knew that (the case nws

this:) Zeyd was going away], without , when it
is made to have no government. (TA. [But in the
latter ex. it governs the subject, which is under-
stood, as in other exe. before given.]) [See an ex.

in a verse ending with the phrase ji ebL cited

voce .j, where X is for Zt', meaning v,5

ijJI, and a verb is understood after ,i. And

see also a1, below.] .Thirdly, it is an expli-

cative, (Mughnee, ],) meaning L1, ($, M, and
so in some copies of the V,) or [rather] used

in the manner of kl*; (Mughnee, and so in some

copies of the V;) [meaning CSU3, or ' )U;

or Ji,3, or j)A; or some other form of the
verb JUt; i. e. Saying; c. ;] as in the saying
[in the ;ur xxii. 27], J1i 1 el i sJ 41
[And me reoealed, or spahe by revelation, unto
him, saying, Make thou the ark]; (Mughnee,

;,) and [in the ]Cur vii. 41,] .b X 1l

,qJI [And it shall be proclaimed to them, being
said, That is Paradise]; or in these two instances

a - -

it may be regarded as what is termed ZA.,

by supposing the preposition [..,] understood

before it, so that in the former instaee it is the
biliteral, because it is put before the amperative,

and in the second it is the contraction of Or,
because it is put before a nominal proposition;
(Mughnee;) and [in the mur xxxviii. 5,] ij

tl..l i! 3 's.Jl (Il, M, Mughnee) i. e. [And

the chif peon of them] brokheforth, or launched
forth, with their tongues, or in peech, [(sying,]
Go ye on, or continue ye, in your cour of action

&dc. (Mughnee.) For this usage of J1, certain
conditions are requisite: first, that it be preceded

by a proposition: secondly, that it be followed

by a proposition; so that you may not say, :ji

I ol 1q..- but you must say .l in this

case, or must omit the explicative: thirdly, that

the preceding proposition convey the meaning of

JJI, as in the exs. above; in the last of which,

1jUml has the meaning assigned to it above; not
that of walking or going away: fourthly, that there
be not in the preceding proposition the letters of

J-;l; so that one may not say, ,. at; O e;
or, if there be in it those letters, that the word
which they compose shall be interpreted by

another word; as in the saying, in the Kur

[v. ·117], ft ',·s , G! C , ·a 
which may mean, as Z says, I have not com-
manded them [aught sam that which Th com-
mandedt me, saying, Worship ye God]; (Mugh-
nee;) in which instance Fr says that it is an
explicative: (T:) fifthly, that there be not a pre-
position immediately before it; for if you say,

I.4 j.7i( t - l ., it is what is termed

i)'.4 . [as we have before shown]. (Mughnee.)
When it may be regarded a an explicative and

is followed by an aor. with 9, as in i A$I ;.
CI, Jt.i ,), it may be marfoo, [namely, the
aor.,] on the supposition that '9 is a negative;
or mejzoom, on the supposition that it is a pro-
hibitive; and in both cases 1l is an explicative;
[so that the meaning is, I made a sign to him,
as though saying, Thou wilt not do such a thing,
in the former case; or} in the latter, Do not thou
such a thing ;] or man4oob, on the supposition
that '. is a negative and that i l'is what is termed

3,*~: but if ' is wanting, it may not be

mejzoom, but may be marfooa [if we use il as

an explicative] or manpoob [if Jl! be what is

termed j3]. (Mughnee.) - Fourthly, it is

redundant, as a corroborative, (Mughnee, ],)
like whatever else is redundant: and thus it is
in four cases: one of these, which is the most

common, being when it occurs after Li denoting

time; [and this is mentioned in the M ;J as in

the saying [in the Vur xxix. 32], ,,' J1l Y;

tLj . , [And when our apostles came to Lot]:
(Mughnee:) [or,] accord. to J, (TA,) it is some-

times a connective to tI; a in the saying in the

gur [xii. 96], ,j i 4.; '5 LC [And wrhen that

(like as we say, "now that,") the announcer of
good tidings came]: and sometimes it is redun-
dant; as in the saying in the 1]ur [viii. 34],

i . '- s 5j IJ' Ci; [as though it might
be rendered But what reason have they, Ood
should not punish them?]: (;, TA:) but IB
says that the connective is redundant; and [that

OI is not redundant in the latter instance, for]
if it were redundant in this verse of the ]Cur it
would not render the [aor.] verb manpoob. (TA.
[The author of the Mughnee, like IB, disallows
that O! is redundant in a case of this kind, which
Kh asertes it to be; and says that ~ is under-
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